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Antiviral medication is most effective if it is taken when you first notice the prodromal symptoms tingling and pain of a
recurrent genital herpes outbreak and if they are taken for the next 5 to 7 days or until symptoms go away. It remains
active in the body longer than acyclovir half the dose is still active after 10 to 20 hours and, like valacyclovir, requires
less frequent dosing usually two or three times a day. They include acyclovir, valacyclovir, and famciclovir. Further
phosphorylation by cellular enzymes leads to the production of acyclovir or penciclovir triphosphate, both of which
compete with the natural nucleotide, dGTP, resulting in the selective inhibition of viral DNA polymerase. In rare cases,
it can cause central nervous system complications. All are quite safe, very rarely producing any side effects at all. This
medication delivers acyclovir more efficiently so that the body absorbs much of the drug, which has the advantage of
taking the medication fewer times during the day. However, there are several differences in the mode of acyclovir and
penciclovir. HSV DNA polymerases have a higher affinity for acyclovir triphosphate than for penciclovir triphosphate 3.
Home Contact Us Cookies Policy. Valtrex is manufactured by GlaxoSmithKline. If the costs of the drugs are equivalent,
however, the choice is between the safety record of acyclovir and having to take fewer daily doses of valacyclovir or
famciclovir. The main advantage of valacyclovir is higher concentration of acyclovir in the bloodstream without added
toxicity. When taken, the body converts it to the long acting antiviral drug penciclovir. Early treatment may even
prevent the development of lesions in some patients. It has been available since in a topical form as an ointment and sold
since in pill form. Possible side effects from oral agents include nausea, vomiting, headache, fatigue, tremor, and very
rarely, seizures. Though all three herpes antiviral medications are now available as generics, acyclovir is usually less
expensive than the other two drugs.Apr 30, - I have been getting valacyclovir hcl mg which is a generic of valtrex, its a
blue tablet with a v.5 on one side and the actavis imprint on the other. It has worked just fine, I just picked up my refill
and it's a white tablet with m I've never taken this brand before nor have I seen it. I work as a pharmacy tech
Valacyclovir - has anyone experienced any reduced. Feb 1, - I wonder if anyone could chime in who is taking generic
valtrex (valacyclovir) It went generic not too long ago and it looks like the following. The only difference between the
two is that there tends to be more 'filler' in Valacyclovir, but the exact same dose of ingredients as in Valtrex. I'm not
sure why the generic brand has this common reaction among HSV sufferers. I switched to Valtrex (only because I live in
Canada and my medical coverage. Jun 17, - People who have kidney disease often take a lower dose of Valtrex, because
their kidneys are slower at removing the drug from the body, so a normal dose would be too much. Valtrex is a brand
name prescription drug, and therefore it costs more than its generic equivalent, valacyclovir. A day course of. Valtrex
may be taken with or without food. Dosages need to be reduced in patients with kidney disease. For the treatment of
herpes zoster (shingles), the usual dose is 1 gm. three times a day for 7 days. Treatment should begin at the first
symptom and is most effective if started within 48 hours of the onset of rash. The dose. May 5, - Now acyclovir is
available in a generic form. Acyclovir is the only antiviral medication available for intravenous administration. More
recently, the FDA approved two other drugs to treat genital herpes: Famciclovir (brand name Famvir) and Valacyclovir
(brand name Valtrex). Valacyclovir (Valtrex) was. Jul 11, - Famvir is generally used for cold sores, shingles and genital
herpes like the others. It has also been known to be an effective treatment for recurrent genital herpes outbreaks in HIV
patients. How does each Treatment get used? Valtrex is used as a daily treatment. This means that persons infected with
the. Nov 14, - Valtrex is the brand name for valacyclovir, an antiviral drug used to treat infections caused by certain
types of viruses. Valtrex is not a cure for herpes, but it can help reduce your symptoms by slowing the growth and
spread of the virus. . Q: What is the difference between Tricor versus generic Zocor? Valtrex is the dominant brand
name, valacylcovir the generic name. Do not take both; it would be an overdose. (Probably not harmful, but not
recommended.) You get maximum effectiveness against oral herpes with the 2 g ( mg) dose taken twice a day apart;
higher, more frequent, or more prolonged treatment will. Oct 17, - generic medications have the same active ingredients
in as the name brand does. They may contain different inactive ingredients though like colours and binders and such.
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They go thru testing to prove that they are just as effective. Canada is the only country besides india that is offering
generic valtrex at.
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